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When we met last November, I made a note to send you several follow-up items that you had requested. I’ve
pushed the note around on my desk ever since, but finally got around to pulling the documentation together.
It consists of."
--James Reston’s doctored transcript, which omits comments by RN that I think are exculpatory. He ponders, in
a conversation with Chuck Colson on January 8th, the beginning of the Watergate Break-in trial, what these
people could have been thinking they would do if they got caught--and seemingly rejecting any idea they could
have been helped. Reston selectively omits this material from the transcript provided in the Appendix to his
2007 book.
¯ The correct, annotated transcript is contained in my recent e-mail to Bob Zelnick (A-l)
¯ Reston’s transcript is taken from his book (A-2)
¯ Reston’s only source for that transcript is Exhibit 5A from the court records he purportedly quoted (A-3)
--July, 1973 statement by George Bush, then heading the RNC, containing affidavit’s suggesting prior wiretaps,
along with purported investigation by the Ervin Committee. I understand Bush later regretted being dragged
into re.leasing these.
¯ Bush statement, with affidavits(B-I)
¯ Ervin Committee interview with long-time Kennedy confident and staffer, Carmine Bellino, who denied
his part of the allegations.
--Since accuracy of Nixon tape transcripts is again being called into question, I’m also including those relevant
materials
¯ February 1, 2009 NYTimes article (C-1)
¯ Actual Klingman letter to American Historical Society--which should remain confidential until published
(C-2).
I look forward to discussing these, and other things, in more detail as events continue to unfold--but I do think
there needs to be a rather intense focus on Dean’s description of Gordon Strachan’s role: it lies at the very
epicenter of whether RN (thl h Haldeman) had any prior knowledge of the wrongdoing.
See you soon,

Geoff Shepard
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Bob Zelnick

Bob-I thought you might be interested in my essay about the Frost/Nixon movie. (I was a lawyer on Nixon’s WH staff for five
years, including being Fred Buzhardt’s principal deputy during the Watergate defense). The essay was posted this past
Friday on Big Hollywood (http://bi~hollywood.breitbrat.com) and garnered over sixty comments.
Only after I had written it did Frank Gannon bring to my attention your 2007 article in the Weekly Standard. While you
were addressing the London play, it is not surprising that our comments were quite similar--since I used David Frost’s
book (including your own excellent contributions) as my primary source for rebuttal of the movie.
I did not see the play, but have reviewed the manuscript. Since I helped transcribe the WH tapes in 1974 (I’m the
expletive delete!), Ken Khachigian and Frank Gannon had asked for help in the play’s use of the June 20th Nixon/Colson
tape. I had to wait to see the actual movie, but I was all ready to point out that Ron Howard had substituted more
dramatic language from much later conversations (as Peter Morgan had done in the play). As you certainly appreciate,
the movie version drops the substance of the taped conversation almost completely, so this did not figure in my essay.
That said, I have several substantive observations about Reston’s 2007 book (The Conviction of Richard Nixon), which
contributed so much to the background of both the play and the movie:
I very much doubt Reston ’discovered’ transcripts of the Colson conversations in the Court records, as claimed-especially three years following the actual trial. Just for the fun of it, I reviewed the entire court record (now at
National Archives) to see if I could ’duplicate’ Reston’s discovery--to no avail.
As any lawyer knows, exhibits are only marked as such upon admission as evidence--and court records simply
do not contain random papers. Reston admits he met with WSPF prosecutors Richard Ben-Veniste and George
Frampton on that same trip, who provided advice and counsel about the case--and I believe it is far more likely
that they slipped him copies of these transcripts with the understanding that he would protect their highly
improper action. It is of no great moment today, since these WSPF transcripts are now readily available from
National Archives.
What is interesting, however, is that the WSPF transcripts--read in total--differ rather markedly from the
impression created by the excerpts that Reston reproduces in his Appendix. In my view (biased, I happily admit),
the full transcripts show that neither Nixon nor Colson had any real grasp of what had actually happened leading
up to the burglary or how it had come about. By and large, they were two guys shooting the shit about what
they had heard from others or were reading in the newspaper. But it goes further than Reston’s editing out
exculpatory segments--in their January 8th conversation, he deliberately omits key phrases in Nixon’s pondering
of what the burglars could possibly have been thinking. (Reston’s omissions are underlined and italicized):
President: But you know, Chuck, it’s something they all undertook knowing the risks, right?
Whatta they think?
Colson:

(unintelligible)

President:

Did they think they’d get caught?

Colson:

No, I don’t think that at all. I think they thouqht that, uh--well, practically, uh--

President:

The Democrats would drop it after the election? No?

Colson:

I think they figured that, that these guys were all guys who [were], uh, CIA...

President:

Yeah

Colson:
...and they were taking orders from people like (unintelligible) acting on behalf of John
Mitchell and others... (unintelliqible )
President:

Mitchell would take care of them. (Unintelliqible) How could he?

Colson:

Yeah.

President:

No way.

Colson:
That’s, that’s what they were--Hunt’s lawyer, he said he thouqht he, Hunt, objected to
it violently. He said Liddy is kind of dumb. He said he didn’t want any part of it.
I submit that it is hard to maintain that this exchange does not suggest that Nixon was quite puzzeled about the
people involved--and would have opined that a cover-up could not work--which is also the basis for his later
allusion to Alger Hiss.
What may be of equal interest is my own view with regard to Frost’s use of Reston’s ’discovery’ in the
Watergate segment of the interview. There is no question that Frost’s use of that transcript surprised Nixon-but I believe it was more from Frost’s presentation than Nixon’s ignorance of those conversations--or that they
were so damning. Nixon certainly knew about WSPF’s interest in those conversations: They had, after all, been
included in their subpoena for sixty-four additional conversations. Further, I am certain that all subpoenaed
conversations were transcribed--between the July 24th Supreme Court decision upholding Sirica’s subpoena and
the August 5th date they were turned over to Sirica--since I am the one who prepared transcriptions during that
period of any tapes not previously transcribed (which also is when ’we’ came across the conversation of June
23rd that I first termed ’the smoking gun’).
While relatively certain you will disagree with my analysis, I recently detailed my version of what happened during the
unfolding of the Watergate scandal in a book published last year by Penguin Sentinel. Entitled, The Secret Plot to Make
Ted Kennedy President, Inside the Real Waterl~ate Conspiracy, I make the case that the cover-up had been broken by
career prosecutors well before any Special Prosecutor was appointed--but that Kennedy Democrats wrestled control of
the case, dismissed the career prosecutors (who had promised comprehensive indictments within two months), and
delayed indictments for eight months, while they launched a whole series of new investigations designed to ruin the
Nixon Presidency, as well as potential GOP candidates in the 1976 election.
What I find fascinating are the implications of my assertion that Dean--who was at risk of prosecution from his two
meetings in Attorney General Mitchell’s office--not only did not disclose this to his White House superiors, but cast his
lot with others at CREP who were equally at risk of prosecution. By his own admission, he was ’chief desk officer’ for the
cover-up--and the first to jump ship when it came undone: not only seeking a deal with career prosecutors by ratting
out his former colleagues, but by retaining a Kennedy intimate as his criminal defense counsel. Even then, when his
story ’changed dramatically’ a month after beginning his series of meetings with career prosecutors, WSPF attorney kept
this exculpatory evidence from defense counsel.

Recall that Mitchell resigned as head of CREP within two weeks of the break-in. While we all had the impression it was
because of Martha’s alcoholism, it is now clear that it was a precautionary move by Nixon, Haldeman and Ehrlichman
(who--virtually everyone al~rees--had no prior knowledl~e of the planned break-in). Similarly, John Dean would have
been cashiered immediately if they had known of his own risk of prosecution. Instead, in what must be one of the most
unfortunate decisions in political history, he was placed in charge of protectinl~ the White House durinl~ the
investil~ation. At what point--I ask rhetorically--do you realize that your own lawyer has been double-dealing? It is no
wonder he could testify so convincingly al~ainst Haldeman and Ehrlichman: he is the one who sucked them into his
cover-up.
Think about it.
All the best, Geoff Shepard
PS: In the near term, I’m l~oinl~ to do a piece on the implications that Mark Felt’s identity as Deep Throat have for "All
the President’s Men"--and its concept of investigative reporting. In the longer term, I have another book underway
documentinl~ the judicial and prosecutorial misconduct in connection with the Cover-up trial.
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there doesn’t seem to be any of that now. Of
course, we’re well aware of the upcoming
problems of the Senate.
COLSON:

That’s where it gets hairy as hell.

Two months after this conversation, on February 7, 1973, by a vote
of 77-0, the U.S. Senate voted to empanel the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, known as the Ervin
Committee.

HUNT:

I don’t want to bore you with what it’s been
like, but it hasn’t been pleasant for any of us.

COLSON:

Oh Jesus Christ, I know it ....

HUNT:

We’re protecting the guys who were really
responsible. That’s a continuing requirement.
But at the same time, this is a two-way street.

COLSON:
HUNT:

We think that now is the time when some
moves should be made, and surely your
cheapest commodity is money.

APPENDIX
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MEETING BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND CHARLES
COLSON, January 8, 1973

The day before, the trial of the Watergate Seven, including E. Howard
Hunt, had begun, presided over by Judge John Sirica. The U.& Congress has reconvened.
PRESIDENT:

I understand Haldeman is after some kid that
bugged Gary Hart.

COLSON:

Yeah. That’s true.

PRESIDENT:

But how could that be? Watergate came before McGovern got off the ground, and I didn’t
know why the hell we bugged McGovern.

COLSON:

Remember. That was after the California
primary.

In the 1972 campaign for the Democratic nomination, the California
primary was the biggest prize. George McGovern defeated Hubert
Humphrey and thereby assured himself of the nomination.
McGovern’s campaign manager in 1972 was the future senator and
presidential candidate Gary Hart.
PRESIDENT:

Watergate was?

COLSON:

Yeah...

PRESIDENT:

That’s the thing about all of this. We didn’t get
a goddamn thing from any of it that I can see.
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COLSON:

Well, frankly, they did, but then what they
mainly used we knew.

PRESIDENT:

Well, don’t let it get you down.

COLSON:

Oh hell no.

PRESIDENT:

COLSON:

I know it’s tough for all of you. We’re just not
gonna let it get us down. This a battle. It’s a
fight. It’s war, and we just fight. We’ll cut them
down one of these days. Don’t you agree?
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COLSON:

They will prejudice defendants in this connection. This will delay the Congress getting
to the point where they believe in immunizing witnesses.

PRESIDENT:

First of all, they’re going to make the government prove its case, but none of them are
going to testify, isn’t that correct?

COLSON:

That’s correct.

PRESIDENT:

But you know, Chuck, it’s something they all
undertook knowing the risks, right?

COLSON:

(Unintelligible.)

PRESIDENT:

Did they think they’d get caught?

COLSON:

No, I don’t think that at all.

I do.

PtLESIDENT:

The sensitive position is Hunt.

COLSON:

The others will just tell the truth and prove
their case. But there is one advantage to it.
There’ll be a hell of a lot of stuff that’ll come
OUt.

PRESIDENT:

Yeah.

COLSON:

Some counts will be dropped against Hunt.
There will be appeals pending in the other
cases.

PRESIDENT:

APPENDIX

As long as this trial is going on, the Congress
will keep its goddamn, cotton-pickin’ hands
off that trial.

PRESIDENT:

The Democrats would drop it after the election, no?

COLSON:

I think they figured that these were all guys
who were CIA.

PRESIDENT:

Veah.

COLSON:

And they all were taking orders from people
like [unintelligible] acting on behalf of John
Mitchell.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX

John Mitchell was Nixon’s "law and order" attorney general until he
resigned in 1972 to manage the Committee to Reelect the President
(CREEP).
PRESIDENT:

¢o~.soN:

COX~SON:

The vulnerabilities are difficult.

PRESIDENT:

Are they?

COLSON:

geah.

PRESIDENT:

Why?

Mitchell would take care of them.
Yeah.
COLSON:

PRESIDENT:

The question of clemency... Hunt’s a
simple case. I mean, the man’s wife is dead,
was killed. He’S got one child that has...

COLSON:

Brain damage from an automobile accident.

PRESIDENT:

We’ll build that son of a bitch up like nobody’s
business. We’ll have Bucldey write a column
and say that he should have clemency, if you’ve
given eighteen years of service.

COLSON:

PRESIDENT:
COLSON:
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Because Hunt and Liddy did the work. The
others didn’t know any direct information.
I think I agree.
See, I don’t give a damn if they spend five
years in jail .... They can’t hurt us. Hunt and
Liddy: direct meetings and discussions are
very incriminating to us.

G. Gordon Liddy was Howard Hunt’s cohort in the Watergate breakin. Together they watched the action from across the street.
PRESIDENT:

Liddy is pretty tough.

COLSON:

Apparently he is one of these guys who’s a

Unintelligible.)

PRESIDENT:

That’s what we’ll do.

COLSON:

He served under Hunt in the CIA.

masochist. He enjoys punishing himself.
That’s okay, as long as he remains stable. I
mean, he’s tough.

In 1951 the conservative columnist William E Buckley, Jr., was
recruited into the CIA, trained as a secret agent, and sent to Mexico
City, where his boss was E. Howard Hunt.
PRESIDENT:

I would have difficulty with some of the
others, you know what I mean.

PRESIDENT:
COLSON:

Jesus.

They’re both good, healthy, right-wing exuberants.

PRESIDENT: This is the last damn fifty miles.

CR.IM. No. 74-I I0~
US v John N Mitchell~
ET AL
. RECORDING OF A
TRANSCRIPT OF<A MEETING BETWEEN
THE PRESIDENT AND CHARLES COLSON
ON JANUARY 8, 1973, FROM 4:.05 to
5:34 P.M. IN THE EOB OFFICE.

FILED
JAMES F. DAVEY, Clerk

TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDING OF A MEETING BETWEEN
THE PRESIDENT AND CHARLES COLSON ON JANUARY 8,
1973~ FROM 4:05 to 5:34 P.M.
PRESIDENT:

(Unintelligible) Incidentally, uh, Haldeman was
telling, uh, told me that that, uh, apparently
~that Hunt is going to, uh, (unintelligible).now-very definitely. I think it’s the right thing
for him to do, Chuck.

COLSON:

Uh, he’s doing it on my urging.

PRESIDENT:

Well, I understand that Haldeman is after some kid
they’ve got that-~whether he was--(unintelligible)
that bugged Gary Hart?

COLSON:

Yeah, that’s true. Yeah, the one that bugged
McGovern headquarters. Yeah0 1 suspect so.

PRESIDENT:

But how could that be, for this reason: Watergate
came before McGovern got off the ground and I didn’t
know why the hell we bugged McGovern.

COLSON:

Well, remember that was after the California primary.

PRESIDENT:

Watergate was?

COLSON:

Yeah.

PRESIDENT:

Oh.

COLSON:

We knew, I mean, at that time (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

Hmpff, Christ, I hope he didn’t talk to (unintelligible).

COLSON:

(Laughs) Well- -

PRESIDENT:

Well, suppose, I told.Haldeman, I said, "Bob
suppose, uh, suppose those in the, Congress
does call him." He said, "He didn’t do it."
You know, nothing. That’s the thing about all
of this. We didn’t get a God-damn thing from
any of it that I can see.
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COLSON:

Well, frankly they did, of course, but then, ah
what they mainly used ma--we knew.

PRESIDENT:

(Pause) Well, don’t let it get you down.

COLSON:

Oh hell no...

PRESIDENT:

I know it’s tough for, uh, for all of you,
Bob, John and the rest. We’re just not gonna
let it get us down. This is a battle, it’s a fight,
it’s war and we just fight with a little, uh, you
know, uh remember, uh, we’ll cut them down one of
these days. Don’t.you agree?

COLSON:

I do. I, the only thing I hope is that the trial-apparently Liddy is going to go to trial.

PRESIDENT:

McCord?

COLSON:

No. Not now. That’s probably a good thing because
the only one who’s in a, is a very desperate...

PRESIDENT:

Sensitive position is Hunt.

COLSON:

...and, uh, the others will just tell the truth
and prove their case. But there is one advantage
to it, there’ll be a hell of a lot of stuff that’ll
come out...

PRESIDENT:

Yeah.

COLSON:

...and there will be some counts that will not be,
that will be dropped, I think, against Hunt at this
point, and there will be appeals pending in the
other cases. Now that (unintelligible) guts of the
story (unintelligible) come out (unintelligible)
makes it very, very--

PRESIDENT:

As long as this trial is going on, the Congress
will keep its God-damn cotton-pickin’ hands off
that trial--

COLSON:

Well, it could be because obviously they will
prejudice the defendants in this connection.
You could get a, you could get a--it, it--a lot
of this .only comes up--Uh, this will delay the
Congress getting to the point where they believe
in immunizing
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COLSON :
(Cont’ d)

witnesses. Uh, a question of prosecuting because
of lack of rules of evidence and (unintelligible)
get into the specifics Uh, and the only question we
have hanging (unintelligible) no Government reports,
providing these guys (unintelligible) Ehrlichman.

PRESIDENT:

Well, first of all, they’re going to make the Government prove its case, but none of them are going to
testify, isn’t that correct?

COLSON:

~That’s correct.

PRESIDENT:

Are they?

SEVERAL
VOICES:

(Unintelligible) McCord.

COLSON:

That’s another subject McCord (unintelligible)
hanging on to (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

(Unintelligible) appeal for all these guys.

COLSON:

(Unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

But you know, Chuck, it’s something they all undertook knowing the risks.
Right? Whatta they
thlnk?

COLSON:

I (unintelligible)

PRESIDENT:

Did they think they’d get caught?

COLSON:

No, I don’t think that at all, I think they
thought that, uh--well, practically, uh--

PRESIDENT :

The Democrat’s would drop it after the election?
No?
~

COLSON:

I think they figured that, that these were all guys
who, uh, CIA

PRESIDENT:

Yeah.

COLSON:
PRESIDENT:

Yeah.

COLSON:

...they all were taking orders from people like
(unintelligible) acting on behalf of JohnMitChell
and others... (Unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

Mitchell would take care of them.
How could he?

(Unintelligible)

JANUARY 8, 1973, FROM 4:05 TO 5:35 P.M.
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COLSON:

Yeah.

PRESIDENT:

No way.

COLSON:

That’s, that’s what they were--Hunt’s lawyer,
he said he thought he, Hunt, objected to it
violently. He said Liddy is kind of dumb. He

PRESIDENT:

Well, l’m glad that you (unintelligible)~e~
because basically I, uh, question ~i~f!~!’~emencv ....
Hunt’s is a simple case. I mean, ~-a~-all,
the man’s wife is dead, was killed; he’s got one
child that has...

COLSON:

Brain damage from an automobile accident.

PRESIDENT:

That’s right.

COLSON:

(Unintelligible) one of his kids.

PRESIDENT:

We~ll build, we’ll build that son-of-a-bitch up
like nobody’s business. We’ll have Buckley write

COLSON:

(Unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

That’s what we’ll do.

COLSON:

He served under Hunt in CIA, of course.
(Unintelligible).
it.

PRESIDENT:

COLSON:

Oh, yeah.

PRESIDENT:

You know what I mean.

COLSON:

Well,i the others aren’t going to get the ~s~_.
~t ~e~ ara ......
<unint~-le~-.
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PRESIDENT:

Are they?

COLSON:

Yeah.

PRESIDENT:

Why?

COLSON:

Well because, uh, Hunt and Liddy did the work,
The others didn’t know any, direct information
(unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

Uh, well, I think I agree.

COLSON:

See, I don’t give a damn if they spend five years
in jail (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

Oh, i~o.

COLSON:

What l’m watching closely...

PRESIDENT:

I think that application because...

COLSON:

They can’t hurt us. Hunt and Liddy: direct
(unintelligible), meetings, discussions are very
incriminating to us. More fmpnrtant that those.

PRESIDENT:

Liddy is pretty tough.

COLSON:

Yeah, he is, he is, apparently one of these guys
who’s a masochist, he, uh, he enjoys punishing
himself. That’s okay, as long as he remains
stable. I mean, he’s tough.

PRE S IDENT :

Yeah.

COLSON :

He denied even (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT :

Oh, my God~

COLSON :

Yeah.

PRESIDENT :

Jesus.

healthy right-wing exuberants.
PRESIDENT:

Well, this is the last damn fifty miles.

JANUARY 8, 1973, FROM 4:05 TO 5:35 P.M.
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PRE S IDENT :

Yeah, (unintelligible) we’ve talked
(unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

We’re going to act that way. Can you imagine
the way Johnson~would have handled it?

COLSON:

Yeah.

PRESIDENT:

Yeah.

COLSON:

The U.S. Attorney would, would get off his fanny
snapsfingers like that. (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

Haldeman, I don’t know--he can’t control that show.
(Unintelligible).

COLSON:

(Unintelligible).

PRgSIDENT:

(Unintelligible) stalemate. (Unintelligible)
that’s all Watergate. And.incidentally
we’ll survive it.

COLSON:

Oh, ~ sure.

PRESIDENT:

I just don’t believe that as time goes on--I
think people can tire of it too. The Watergate
thing can hang around like ITT and I think you
get tired of ITT.

COLSON:

Terribly, terribly.

PRESIDENT:

You think so?

COLSON:

Yes, I do. I think the Watergate probe
(unintelligible) I just say he had a good name,
’cause he had, you know, the story.

PRESIDENT:

(Unintelligible).

COLSON:

So be it.

PRESIDENT:

But he has a very (unintelligible)
s.o t.hey can’t (unintelligible deni~s "
)
it but,
tha ’
s
en
must~inSte~lh2gtibhlea) tto°,_.h_a,~pen_.~wh, (,..un.intelligib’le)
- .
.~. s o~ay.. "~ ’ ~ust
have been (unlntel~lgmbleC~e~ basl~y, a hearsay
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PRESIDENT:
(Cont ’ d)

proposition all, all up and down the line from
what l~hear.
I just sensed it, what the
hell--at least Mitchell was that smart. He was
close to it but notin it directly.

COLSON:

No.

PRESIDENT:

(Unintelligib le). Perjury that’s a damn hard
rap to prove.

COLSON:

(Unintel ligib le).

PRESIDENT:

We did it with Hiss. Well, I’ii tell ya, it
ain’t easy. You gotta get it; they
haven’t got that kind of evidence on Mitchell,
uh, or anybody else. Have they?

COLSON:

No, I don’t think that--I don’t know who the
hell--I keep findinm that difficult--this god
damned case (unintelligible).
~ ......................................

PRESIDENT:

(Unint el ligib le).

COLSON:

No, well, I think if they get to the stage
where they are volunteering (unintelligible)
really concerned about it ultimately (unintelligible) that’s one of the things I get most
concerned with him and that was last week was
the (unintelligible) agreeing to drop certain
counts of Hunt’s indictment in exchange for
a guilty plea on three counts.

PRESIDENT:

They did do that?

COLSON:

Yes, but you see, that precl~des
him from taking jeopardy on two different
counts. Therefore, he could refuse to accept
congressional immunity (unintelligible) even
though it may be given, and even though he took
the fifth amendment (unintelligible). I am
not questioning the way duty is (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

Oh, you fight thatright through?

COLSON:

Yeaho

JANUARY 8, 1973, FROM 4:05 TO 5:35 P.M.
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PRESIDENT:

And, if necessary you say I want to--

COLSON:

I mean, Bittman, Bittman’s admitting he can take
that one to the Supreme Court.

PRESIDENT:

You don’t want--a hell of a (unintelligible).

COLSON:

(Unintelligible) enough time so that by then
(unintelligible) serve any sentence.

PRESIDENT:

I don’t think that’s--I don’t know (Unintelligible). ~

COLSON:

Bittman’s in an awkward position. The way in
which (unintelligible). It’a hard to think about
this, the chemistry (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

Oh, did he?

COLSON:

Yes sir. I wish he could (unintelligible).
It just, just takes a jackhammer to crack him.

PRESIDENT:

(Unintelligible) I’ve read that one chapter--

COLSON:

Yeah. Fantastic.

PRESIDENT:

(Unintelligib le).

COLSON:

(Unintelligible).

PRESIDENT:

He may be destroyed before he gets off the ground,
Chuck.

COLSON:

Yeah, Ithink so. I think that Kennedy may be
(unintelligible)...

PRESIDENT:

But you see come in in the first chapter.
(Unintelligible).

COLSON:

(Unintelligible) run into it.

PRESIDENT:

Well, that’s what you’re doing.
(Privileged material deleted) (There is
more her~ on Sept. 21 clea~-up copy.)

STATEMENT BY HONORABLE GEORGE BUSH
CHAIRMAN, REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE
A few weeks ago information came to my attention that led me to
believe that the Republican National Committee and certain Republican
Party and Presidential campaign officials had been spied upon during
the 1960 Presidential campaign.
Further there was a strong indication that the spying included the
use of electronic devices and possibly even electronic surveillance of
the hotel space in which then Vice President Nixon prepared for his
television debates with then Senator John F. Kennedy.
Further there was strong indication, and I have no doubt in my own
mind that such was the case, that this spying and surveillance had been
ordered by a key aide of the Kennedy campaign manager.
I retained counsel for the purpose of investigating and analyzing
the information in order that, to the limited extent facts can be gathered
without legal or court process, I might know whether there was substance
to such allegations or whether they were simply unfounded rumors.
I am now convinced that there is, in fact, substance to the allegations,
for I have been given three affidavits sworn to underoath together with
otherinvestigative and analytical material which provide that substance.
The Republican National Committee and key officials of the Committee
and of the 1960 Presidential campaign were indeed under surveillance and
spied upon. This surveillance and spying was for the.purpose of watching
the movements specifically of one employee of the Republican National
Committee, Mr. Ab Hermann, who had important duties in the 1960 Nixon
campaign. Mr. Hermann was not aware he was being watched. One of the
sworn statements by one individual alleges that it was that person’s clear
impression that electronic surveillance against Richard Nixon "wrapped up"
the debates for then Senator Kennedy.
A second affidavit by a former Inspector of Police of the Metropolitan
Police Department of the District of Columbia states that he was approached
on behalf of this same man to assist in gaining access and entry to certain
suites at the then Wardman Park Hotel for the purpose of installing electronic
eavesdropping devices in those suites.
The man, who according to these affidavits ordered and directedthe
spying on these Republicans, is.the Chief Investigator of the Senate
Watergate Committee, Carmine So Bellino.
I have never met the people who executed these sworn affidavits, but
I do have the sworn affidavits. I had planned to release this information
at a news conference on July 14, 1973, but one of the men who signed an
affidavit, Mr. John Leon, died the previous day. In deference to his widow
and family, I cancelled the news conference on July 14.

-2I cannot and do not vouch for the veracity of the statements
contained in the affidavits, but I do believe that this matter is serious
enough to concern the Senate Watergate Committee, and particularly since
its Chief Investigator is the subject of. the charges contained in the
affidavits. If these charges are true, a.tai:nt would most certainly be
attached to some of the Committee’s work.
Some will say in releasing this information that I .am trying to
justify Watergate. That simply is not true.
I have deplored Watergate openly and publicly. I have felt troubled
by it and, indeed, sickened by it. I have urged that the matter be
promptly resolved by full disclosure. I have urged the prompt calling of
all material witnesses.
It is not my intention to be saying, "Oh, everyone does this stuff
in politics, so forget Watergate." It is my intention to say that
elementary fairness requires that some balance prevail, that serious
violations of the public trust have gone on prior to Watergate and that
it is a gross distortion to microscopically analyze one campaign and
totally ignore what others have done in other campaigns.
I have been seriously concerned at the fervor of attention, at the..’~
distortion of perspective on all of this. There was corruption. No
~
.honest Republican would deny it. Every honest Republican deplores it, I~
fact, every honest Republican hates it.
But now I have presented some serious allegations that if true could
well have affected the outcome of ~h& 1960 Presidential race. The NixonKennedy election was a real cliff-hanger, and the debates bore heavily on
the outcome of the people’s decision.
If the recollections and impressions contained in these affidavits
are true and attempts were made to bug Richard Nixon’s hotel suite before
the debates to affect their outcome, then the public should know about it.
It also seems important to me, and I believe to any fair-minded person
given the sensationalism of Watergate and the vitriolic commentary by some
that is being unloaded on the 1972 Nixon campaign and in some quarters on
the President himself, that the public realize that the Democrats did, in
fact, according to all three affidavits in my possession, spy on an official
of the Republican National Committee and that they approached an Inspector
of the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department to gain his cooperation in bugging
Republican rooms at the then Wardman Park Hotel.
Fair play dictates that the United States immediately conduct an
investigation into the charges contained in the attached affidavits. It
seems to me in fairness that this investigation be conducted before the
television cameras with appropriate parties under oath.

To the extent that any of the allegations contained in the affidavits
are true, it is my fervent hope that they will aid this Committee in its
quest for legislative answers to ending once and for all illegal, unlawful,
corrupt and detestible campaign activities conducted by one camp against the
other.
One final point. The justification for the Committee’s existence is
to design legislation to end the kind of activity that is alleged to have
occurred, both in 1960 and 1972, and possibly even in other campaigns in
other years and for other federal offices. Thus I urge the Senate Watergate
Committee to begin immediately to draft appropriate legislation that will
forever clearly make such activity unlawful and to that end 1 6ffer my
services and the services of the Republican National Committee. I call
upon my counterpart, Mr. Strauss and the Democrat National Committee, to
do likewise for this issue transcends even the most remote partisan consideration.
It has been said,before by others but I believe worth repeating that the very
confidence of a people in its government is directly proportionate to
their confidence in their nation’s electoral process. This is a matter not
to be trifled with, but one which cries out for the immediate attention of
the Senate Watergate Committee, the Congress, the President and all Americans.

AFFIDAVIT

Edward Murray Jones, being duly sworn deposes and
voluntarily states:
I am 67 years of age and reside in the Phill.ipine Islands.
Prior to 1965 I was employed in investigative work for
more than 15 years.
During the 1960 Presidential Campaign I was employed
by the John F. Kennedy Campaign Committee for three or four months.
During this per~od I was generally supervised by Mr. Carmine
...Bellino. My assignments were in the area of background checks,
political research, and checking security of space and communications of Democrat facilities.
At no time during the 1960 Campaign did I participate
in or have knowledge of telephone tapping activity or utilization
of any electronic eavesdropping devices against Republican Party

officials.

’
It is my recollection thaz. I did participate in two

surveillance efforts prior to" the 1960 Presidential election.
Although I could not identify the subjects of these surveillances,

I assume there were Republican officials or supporters. Two or
three teams and cars were used in the surveillances and other
members of the ,team had the respons
the subject. I recall that Carmine

ibility~ of identification of

Bellino d"

~ "- --" ~ ~

one or both surveillances. ~

One of the su#veillances, was at National Airport,
Washington, D.C. where we attempted to pick up an individual
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coming to Washington. The.other surveillance effort involved an
individual with offices in the vicinity of 19th and M Streets, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.
Dated at Washington, D.C. this 6th day of July, 1973.

Edward’ Murray Jones/~
Subscribed and sworn to before

me this 6th day of July, 1973.

Notary
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AFFIDAVIT

i

.,.

JOHN ~. LEON, 525 Dupont Circle Building, Washington,
D.C. being duly sworn, voluntarily deposes and says:
I. I .am a licensed investigator doing business in the
District of Columbia and Maryland under the agency name Allied
Investigating Services with offices in the Dupont Circle Building, Washington, D.C. This has.been my profession for more than
fifteen years.
2. I have known Carmine S. Bellino, Chief Investigator,

Senate-select Watergat.e Committee for more than twenty years.
3. During. the 1960 Presidential Campaign, John F.
Kennedy versus Richard M. Nixon, I was retained by Ca.rmine Bellino
to infiltrate the operations of Mr. Albert B. "Ah!’ Hermann,
then and now an .official of the Republican National Committee.
Following an unsuccessful attempt to penetrate the office operations of the R~publican National Committee, I was instructed by

Carmine Bellino, to plac~~’’Ab’’ H~rmann under physical surveillance,
and to observe the activitie.s of ahd visitors to Mr. Hermann’s
office, utilizing field glasses from my office, a nearby vantage
point. Additionally I attempted to pick up conversation in
~x~r. Hermann’s office, utilizing an electronic device known as
"the big ear", aimed at Mr. Hermann’s window from a nearby vantage
point. This activity took place for five or six days in September
or October, 1960. The results of my efforts were reported to
Mr. Carmine Bellino who was assistingRobert F. Kennedy during the
Presidential Campaign.

.~

4. During the 1960 Presidential Campaign Carmine
Bellino also directed Washington, D.C. investigators John Joseph
Frank, Oliver W. Angelone, and Ed Jones in efforts to develop
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information concerning the Nixon activities~.and strategy.
Messrs. Frank and Jones assisted me in surveillances of Ab Hermann
on two or three nights each.
S. The services of Ed Jones during surveillances of
Ab Hermann were made available to me by Carmine Bellino, who~
instructed Ed Jones to meet me in the vicinity of Mr. Hermann’s
Republican National Committee office. During hours of conversation with me Mr. Jones described himself as "the world’s greatest.
wiretapper" and told me that he had successfully tapped:the telephones of James Hoffa, former Teamsters’ Union President, acting
under the direction of Carmine Bellino for Robert F. Kennedy.
¯According to Ed JonSs, Mr. H6ffa’s teiephones had been tapped in

Tampa, Florida.

".,

6. During long conversations with me Ed Jones stated
that he had tapped the telephones of three ministers in. the
Mayflower Hote.l in the fall of 1960. According to Jones,
¯ Carmine Bellino suspecte! that ~hese ministers were r~sponsible.
for some of the anti-Cat~’olic, anZi-Kennedy literature that was
distributed during the 1960.campaign. Sd Jones told me he
could not spend much time with me on surveillance because he had
several good wiretaps going for Bellino.
7. On the morning following the Kennedy-Nixon television debate (a crucial factor in the election) John Frank,
Oliver W. Angelone, and a third investigator whose name I cannot
recall were discussing the debate in the office adjacent to
mine in the Dupont Circle building. There was agreement that
Mr. Kennedy was extremely well prepared for points raised by
Mr. Nixon--that he "had the debate all wrapped up". Oliver
Angelone remarked "Jonesy really did his job well this time."
Although I did not participate in. installation of eavesdropping
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devices and did not tap telephone lines for Cirmine Bellino
during the 1960 campaign, I am ionfident tha~’Ed Jones and Oliver
Angelone successfully bugged th4 Nixon space or tapped his phones

prior to the television debate.
8. Carmine Bellino has served on the staff of several
U. S. Senate Committees and has been closely identified with
Senators Robert F. and Edward.Kennedy. Prior to the Watergate
inquiry, Mr. Bellino served as Chief Investigator, U. S. Subcommittee On Administrative Practice and Procedures, chaired by
Senator Edward Kennedy.
9. During the late 1950s and early 1960s Oliver W.

Angelone was a successful private investigator in the Washington,
D.C. area. He had many contracts, had several go’$d-paying clients,
possessed sophisticated bugging and wire-tapping equipment, and
had the nerve needed to tackle eavesdropping activity. He also
had master keys. to hotels in Washington, D.C. including the

Carlton and Mayflower. Mr. AngelOne is currently empleyed as an
investigator, General SerVices Administration in

N6w York City.

I0. Ed Jones served on the Senate Labor-Racketeering
Committee staff headed by Chief Counsel Robert F. Kennedy.
Ii. John Joseph Frank, Oliver W. Angelone, and I
were indicted in the Washington, D.C. eavesdropping matter at
the Mayflower Hotel in 1962 involving E1 Paso Gas Co. and
Tennessee Gas Co. This case received wide publicity in the news
media du~ing the period 1962-1964.
Dated at Washington, D.C. this 8th day of June, 1973

JOSEPH S,-,.’MON being duly sworn deposes and
voluntarily states"
I have been a private investigator in the
Washington, D.C. area for more than ten years. Prior to
Police Force and ~,n 1960
1962 1 served on the :¢.’o~~ulj.~litan
......
.was an Inspecgor in that Department.
In late summer or early fall, 1960, I was
approac~eG by Oliver W "Bill"
gator, with offices on Jefferson Place, Washington, D.C.
We had lunch at Billy Martin’s Restaurant and after lunch
conferrec i~ Mr. Angelone’s ozzzce.
Mr. Angelone explained to me that he was doing
some .work for Carmine S. Bellino, who .was supervising
investigative activity for the John F. Kennedy Presi~dentiai
~,~gn Committee.

Angelone said that ~e~ub~icans

~
N~xo,~
planned to occupy the top
campaigning for Richard M. ’~two floo:’s of the Wardman Park Hotel and thaihe (Angelone)
planned to insga!l eavesdropping devices in that space.
Since Angelone was aware ~ha~ I had several contacts
with the security personnel ’at the Nardman Park Hotel he
s~s~icited my assistance to gain access to the top two
:~oors at the hotel He suggested that keys to the space
be obtained and the security force be "taken care of".
Additionall~ Mr. Angelone requested that I

participate; ~

a member of the "bugg ~ g team to accomplish the insta
tion of electronic eavesdropping devices.

as

-2After considerable discuss"-"~n o; Zhe proposed
"

"

~zned Mr Ange~one s

o~

r because

Police Department.
During the 1960 Presidential Ca~,;Pai~’~o,,. I was
aware that Bill Ange!one, John Joseph :< .... v John Leon
and Ed Jones we~-e engaged in investigative work for Ca~’mine
S. Bel!ino and the Kennedy Campaign Committee, but i did
not.p~rticipate in their activities.

Subscribed and sworn to before
~ne this 25th day of June, 1973.

NoVary Public /~
" ~/’/77’.,// ""

INTERVIEW

Present at the interview with Mr Bellino were
Dave Dorsen, Don Sanders, ~d Phyllis Balan.
Bellino was with the FBI from 193g-45 Before
that he worked with acco~t~g firms that did

m~icipal accounting work.
He wouldn’t have come to this Co~ittee if

In the 1952 Nixon-Eise~ower campaign~ he
was in Switzerl~.nd on assig~ent for GSA; ~d he
c~e back one month before election in early
October to get votes for Nixon. He was friendly
with Nixon. One of Bellinos’s clients was Bert
~drews who sug~esged N~xon as V~ee-Pres~dent.
Bill Rogers, Bert ~drews, Nixon, and Bellino were

eZose
Carmine showed us a copy of the July 6, 1957
Saturday .Evening~ Pos___~t article which mentions his

Interview with Carmine Bellino
at
by

on Augus ~

Room 1418 Dirk~en Senate Office Building~ Washington~ D. C.
Dave Dorsen, Don Sanders

Dictated August 16, 1973

Tr~scribed August 16~ 19?3

Page__!__lof______pages.

’...
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work in uncovering scandals in the Truman Administration.
Bellino had his own accounting firm at 917 15th
Street. He did contract people to work for him
in his accounting firm. He also had Bellino
Associates, Inc., which did investigative work that
was run by former FBI agent Edgar Parkhurst.
Others besides Parkhurst worked for him.
From 1956-57 to 1959-60, there was a Remington
Rand contract on which Carmine worked. That’s ~
where he met Leon. When Bellino needed someone
to pick up typewriters in the District and Maryland
in connection with this case, he had Leon do it.
Bellino never retained Leon to infiltrate the RNC"
or the ReR~ublican campaign committee, nor did he
retain anyone else for this purpose. He never
retained Leon.~for any other purpose. Bellino stated
that Leon testified before the Administrative Practices
Subcommittee in 1966 that the only work he had .done
for Bellino was to collect typewriters in the
Remington Rand case.
Bellino knew Angeloni in the FBI.
not work together.

They did

Bellino does not remember what Angeloni ~id, other
than attempting to obtain a registration card from
a hotel (this is what Angeloni relat~ed to Bellino).
Maheu was renting space from Bellino. He was
there about three months.
When Ed Jones was hired on the Senate Labor
Committee, ~here was a hullabaloo about the suitin
which he was previously named as a wiretapper.
Bob Kennedy talked to Sen.. ~cCle!lan, and told him
Ed Jones’s background. Jones needed a job, Kennedy
felt compassion ~oward him, and he was hi.~ed in the
summer of 1957. Whenever there was a concern about
their own phones being tapped, Ed Jones would check°
it out~ but he never found anything. Jones never
told Bellin6he Was a wiretapper.
Be!llno never requested Shimon, Jones, or
Angeloni to do wiretapping or electronic surveillance.
Beliino says it is a lle that Hoffa’s phones
were tapped by them as is stated in Leon’s affidavit.
Jones would not have tapped anyone while he was
working for the Committee.
Bellino never met Shimon.
He may have met John Frank at an ex-agents
meeting (FBI). Bellino never asked Frank to do

work nor did he ask anyone else to ask Frank to do
work.
When the labor investigation was over in 1959,
HFKasked Bellino to help in the campaign if JFK
decided to run.
Around September 1960 was the first time Bellino
was involved in the campaign, after which he spent
90% of his time on it. Bellino was in charge of
tracing the anti-Catholic literature and was not
paid nor did he receive expenses. RFK told Bellino
he had called Ed Jones over to his office and’asked
him to read all of the anti-Catholic mail. Jones
read the mail and made.out 3 x 5 cards on each letter.
He thinks Jones was paid from the Committee.
Bellin~OVdid~not pay anyone~out of his payroll
for the campaign. He doesn’t remember anyone else
working out of his office on the campaign.
Jones would go to the Library of Congress to
do library work, checking directories. The campaign
was over before they found out from where this
literature was coming.
Someone called RFK ~nd told him about a ministers
meeting that was to be held and was to be anti-JFK.

RFK did not know the person who called. H~referred
it to Bellino. Armstrong (a former Republican
Congressman who was indicted for income tax fraud)
was in charge. The person who ~gave them the information
brought the rough draft of a speech by Norman
Vincent Peale, which had been thrown in the wastebasket,
to Bellino. The handwriting on it was Armstrong’s~
Bellino doesn’t think this person who gave them the
information was a minister~ but he did call from out
of town.
Bellino set up a surveillance on Armstrong~
He got three people and sent them to the airport -his two sons, Francis and Robert, and one other
person. He doesn’t remember what happened with that
surveillancei~nd he doesn’t remember Jones’s being
there.
The ministers’ meeting was held in the M~yflower
Hotel. Bellino wanted to know if any Republicans
were involved. So he had some’men stationed in the
lobby to see who showed up. He thinks Jones was~
one of these men. He doesn’t recall any surveillance
at any other time.

.

Bellino did mot nor did a~one at hi~ behest

elec tronic surveillance.

"

He did not make ~y written advice on the
surveill~ce of the ~yflower lobby back to the
campaign although he may have mentioned it to RFK.
Ab Herman was an Administrative Assistant to
a New Jersey Senator. He doesn’t remember his name
coming up in the 1960 campaign. Bellino did not
know what Herma~ was doing in the RNC nor did he
know of any surveillance on Herman.
He does not know of big ear or parabolic
listening device.
He did not participate in nor was he aware of
any electronic surveillance in the 1960 Presidentiil
campaign or in any Presidential campaign.
He didn’t know the Rephblicans had space at
the Wardman Park Hotel~ and he doesn’t know of
anyone’s having master keys for the Wardman Park
Hotel. He doesn’t recall being in the Wardman Park

during September-0ctober 1960.
Bellino did not send any of his men to the
Wardman Park Hotel during September-0ctober 1960.
Bellino said the first Kennedy-Nixon debate
was in Chicago.

~.:~~’~
~,~.~’.

Aside from the time of the ministers’°meeting,
when he surveilled the lobby, the only other time
he recalls being in the Mayflower was the night of
the election -- the Democratic Headquarters were
located there.
In 1960 he did not own any equipment that would
have been used in electronic surveillance.
He did not assist anyone in 1960 in buying
electronic surveillance equipment; he would send
anyone who wanted information on this subject to
John Leon. He doesn’t know wha~ supplier Leon’"
used -- he thinks it was in Florida.
He knows nothing of anyone’s being requested

o

to make a survey of the Republican Campaign space.
nor to acquire, keys for the Republican space nor
to establish contact with the security force for
the Republican space.
He doesn’t think he has any payroll records.
He can’t find any files on the anti-Catholic "
literature.
He was at the White House from 1961 to April 1964.
He became a partner in the Wright-Long Company
when he left the White House.

Geoff Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ken Khachigian [KKhachigian@bhfs.com]
Tuesday, February 03, 2009 1:06 PM
Geoff Shepard
Re: John Dean - Kutler in NY Times

Shows great promise... Keep it up.

From: Geoff Shepard <gshepard@kbcorporate.com>
Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2009 12:57:04 -0500
To: Ken Khachigian <KKhachigian@bhfs.com>
Cc: <frank@gannon.com>
Conversation: John Dean - Kutier in NY Times
Subject: RE: 3ohn Dean - Kutler in NY Times
Ken--He probably did; everyone eise has. It is so tempting to hear
oniy what you want to hear.
I’ve been working on other things, but do have some init±ai thoughts
and have attached a rough outiine. I’iI have to do more research, but
I sure think I can bring some perspective.
Geoff

..... Original Message .....
From: Ken Khachigian [mailto:KKhachigian@bhfs.com]
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 1:37 PM
To: Geoff Shepard
Subject: 3ohn Dean - Kutler in NY Times
Geoff:
No one is more expert than you on this... You should jump into
this debate. Kutler has turned this into a cottage industry. He has
been Ahab to Nixon’s white whale... A total nut who’s been drive to
crap on the old man. I’m convinced he manipulated the tapes.
KK
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/O2/OI/washington/Olkutler.html?_r=1&scp=l&
sq=sta
nley%20kutler&st=cse

The New York Times
February 1, 2009
John Deanls Role at Issue in Nixon Tapes Feud By PATRICIA COHEN
Scholarly feuds seldom end amicably, and nearly 35 years after
President Richard M. Nixon resigned, a dispute involving his Watergate
tapes would seem to be no exception.
A handful of historians and authors maintain that the most
authoritative transcripts of those recordings include significant
1

> omissions and misrepresentations that could influence interpretations of the cover-up.
>
> At the center of the quarrel is 3Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes,2
>a

> 1997 collection of transcripts edited by Stanley Z. Kutler, a
> pre-eminent historian of the Watergate era, that has become the standard reference. Mr.
> Kutler has been a hero to many people because of a lawsuit he brought
> with the nonprofit group Public C±tizen that led to the release of 201
> hours of recordings related to unethical or illegal activity in the
> Nixon White House.
>

> But longtime critics of his transcripts say Mr. Kutler deliberately
> ed±ted the tapes in ways that painted a more benign portra±t of a
> central figure in the dramaj the conspirator-turned-star-witnessj John
> W. Dean ZZZ, the White House counsel who told Nixon that Watergate had
> become a 3cancer2 on his presidency.
>

>
>
>
>

Behind the accusations are rival v±sions of Mr. Dean, who is seen by
some as a flawed but ultimately courageous man reluctantly sucked into
the scandal, and by others as a primary arch±tect of the cover-up who
saved himself by deflecting

>

> The conflict has flared again because an article detail±ng the charges
> against Mr. Kutler has been submitted to the American Historical
> Review, the profession~s premier journal.
>

> Mr. Kutler scoffed at the accusations.
>
> 3Are you aware under what conditions I worked in 1996?2 he said by
> telephone from Mexico. 3Zt±s only because of my lawsuit that you or
> anybody else can pick up a tape. Zn those days, I could not leave the
> archives with that material.
> brought in a team of court reporters to help me with the first drafts.
>
> 32 am responsible for whatever was transcribed,2 said Mr. Kutler,
> recently a plaintiff in a lawsuit to compel former Vice President Dick
> Cheney to preserve his records. 3Did Z make any mistakes? Of course.
> Did Z ever make a deliberate mistake~ did I ever deliberately
> transform a negative into a positive?
>

> 3Please~ Z~m a trained historian. I don±t work that way.2
>

> Other experts who have listened to the tapes, a painstaking and
> difficult task, note significant disparities between some transcripts
> in the Kutler book and the record±ngs, but say there is no reason to
> think they are anything but accidental.
>
> Questions about Mr. Kutler±s transcripts have rattled around for a
> decade, and many people currently involved have previously battled
> over his editing as well as interpretations of Watergate. The lack of
> a complete or official and publicly available record of the tapes has
> helped keep the dispute simmering.
>
> Peter Klingman, the historian who submitted the article, has been
> trying to call attention to Mr. Kutler~s editing in recent months. He
> has not yet heard from the American Historical Review on whether
> will publish his essay, and because of pre-publication rules he would not comment.

About Mr. Klingman~ Mr. Kutler said: 311ve tried to deal with this man
in a very professional, patient way. I donlt know what he wanted < for
me to get in my sackcioth and my ashes?~
To anyone besides Watergate buffs, the dispute may seem triviai. 30n
one ievei it iooks very petty,~ said Joan Hoff, a historian at Montana
State University and the author of two books on Nixon. 3But because
the book is used authoritativeiy as the officiaI transcript of the
event, it becomes very important.~
At issue are a week±s worth of recordings beginning March 13, 1973~ a
few days before Mr. Dean’s cancer-on-the-presidency deciaration and
the sentencing of the burgiars who broke into the Democratic Party
headquarters at the Watergate complex.
In one conversation from that first day that is not inciuded in ~Abuse
of Power,~ Mr. Dean teiis Nixon that Gordon Strachan~ a White House
aide~ knew about the break-in before it happened. During hearings of
the Senate committee investigating Watergate in the months to come,
Mr. Dean wouid testify that there had been no prior White House knowiedge of the break-in.
To Mr. Kutier~s schoiariy critics, though, the most serious faiiing is
that excerpts from two separate conversations that took place on March
16 < one made during a face-to-face meeting in the morning, and a
second over the teiephone in the evening < were reversed in order and
presented as part of one continuous meeting. Most of the evening
conversation between Mr. Dean and Nixon was eiiminated, as were any references to it.
~If you iook back at the conversations that Staniey didn’t inciude
what you see is Nixon and Dean cioseiy invoived in a joint obstruction
of justice~~ said Frederick J. Graboske, who was the supervising
archivist in charge of processing the Nixon tapes at the Nationai
Archives. (Mr. Dean pIeaded guiity to obstruction of justice and
served four months, most of which was spent working with Watergate
prosecutors.)
In their March 16 evening telephone conversation~ Mr. Dean and Nixon
discussed what the president might teii the pubiic. Mr. Dean says, ~A
iot of my conciusions were based on the fact that there was not a
scintiiia of evidence in the investigation that ied anywhere to the
White House.~
Mr. Graboske maintains that Mr. Dean, who had discussed Mr. Strachan±s
participation a few days eariier with the president, was emphasizing
that they couid hoodwink the pubiic because no one could prove the
White House had previous knowiedge of the break-in.
~In the history profession, you never change the original evidence~ Dr.
Kutler has changed the original evidence,~ said Mr. Graboske, who
learned of the disparities six months ago.
3I spent 12 years listening to the tapes~~ he said~ contending that no
one could mistake the evening and morning recordings as being part of
the same conversation. ~I donlt know why he did it, but what he did
was deliberate.2

He added: 3I did work with Stanley. I1m sorry that it has come to
this.2
Yet Ken Hughes, a senior feiiow at the University of Virginials Miller
Center for Public Affairs, who has studied the tapes since 20QQ as
part of the Presidentiai Digitai Recordings project, sa±d the attacks
on Mr. Kutier were 3misguided.2
3I was very criticai of errors in the transcripts and I thought he had
left out some important conversations,2 Mr. Hughes said of Mr.
Kutierls book, 3but they are entireiy honest and predictabie mistakes
that anyone who would try to make a transcript from extremeiy
difficuit tapes could make.2
Also ieft out of Mr. Kutler±s book is a 35-minute conversation from
March 17, 1973, in which Mr. Dean and Nixon discuss the
vuinerabiiities of various admin±stration officiais. Mr. Dean adds himself to the iist.
Nixon: ~You? Why?~
Dean: 3Weii, because I~ve been aii over this thing iike a bianket.¯
To some ears, the most dramatic section not included in 3Abuse of
Power~ is a conversation in the Oval Office from March 28, 1973, among
N±xon, Mr. Dean and R±chard Moore, a White House adviser, as they tap
out a possible pubiic statement on a manuai typewr±ter.
In it, Mr. Dean refers to a meeting with G. Gordon Liddy, who pianned
the break-in, during which estabiishing an inteiiigence operation for
the president’s 1972 re-eiection committee was discussed.
Nixon repiies, ~I~d be inciined just to knock that out. I~d just say
there were iimited probIems invoiving campaign iaw compiiance. And
then I wouid<<then I wouid say never at any time were there any
discussions that had anything to do with inteiiigence gathering
operations <<on the order of something iike that.~
Mr. Dean says, ~I see what you mean.~
Mr. Graboske noted, ~You can hear the typewriter ciacking away.¯
Mr. Kutlerls critics include Mr. Klingman and Ms. Hoff, as well as the
authors Len Colodny and Russ Baker, whose books about Watergate have
advanced controversial conspiracy theories involving Mr. Dean. They
all argue that Mr. Kutler was protecting Mr. Dean, his friend, and
avoiding having to revise his previously published accounts of Watergate.
Mr. Dean, now an author and commentator, said in a telephone interview
from Washington that the accusers are part of a fringe group of revisionists.
~It±s amazing these guys have the credibility to be covered,2 he said.
~Hopefully the American Historical Association can figure out fact
from fict±on, and Klingman doesn’t represent fact.2
Without going into a point-by-point rebuttal, Mr. Kutler said that at
the time he prepared the book, h±s overr±ding priority was to look for
evidence of the presidentls guilt: ~My concern in 1996 was to see what

R±chard N±xon had to say.2 He added that he is now friends with Mr.
Dean but was not at the start of his work on the tapes.
Another well-known presidential historian, Herbert S. Parmet, who
wrote a b±ography of Nixon, said he was not certain the disparities
were that
important: ~I1m not convinced that it does all that much to change the
history.2
There are no official government transcripts. These tapes from 1973
were released as the result of a lawsuit in the 1990s by Mr. Dean aga±nst Mr.
Colodny and excerpts can be heard at nytimes.com/arts. The National
Archives and Records Administration is releasing the entire 3,700-plus
hours of record±ngs in chronological order; they are now up to
December 1972. One archives estimate figured it takes 100 hours of
staff time to process a single hour of tape.
In the end, Ms. Hoff of Montana State said, the dispute underscores
the importance of an official, comprehensive record: ~If there is this
kind of distortion of that one crucial week, it does raise the
question of what else is missing in the transcripts.~
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ABUSE OFPOWER: A REVIEW AND INQUIRY INTO STANLEY KUTLER’S
EDITING OF THE NIXON TAPES
By Peter D. Klingman

Historian Stanley I. Kutler has been a member of the University of Wisconsin Law
School faculty since 1987, the E. Gordon Fox Professor of American Institutions specializing in
American legal and political institutions. He is the author or editor of numerous works, among
them are The Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of Richard Nixon, (Alfred A. Knopf, 1990),
which was the first full-length account of the Watergate scandal written by a trained historian,
and The Encyclopedia of the Vietnam War (MacMillan, 1997). In addition, Professor Kutler has
authored or edited a half-dozen textbooks in various fields of American history; his scholarly
articles have appeared in leading history and legal periodicals, and he has written for such
mainstream periodicals as the New York Times and The Nation, as well as for well-known
websites like slate.corn and huffingtonpost.com. He has also been the historical advisor for the
1994 Emmy-winning television documentary Watergate, and the founding editor of Reviews in
American History. Stanley Kutler is also a prize winning author. His study of the McCarthy era,
The American Inquisition (Farrar Straus & Giroux, 1984), received the Silver Gavel Award from
the American Bar Association; and the Association of Book Publishers named Kutler’s fourvolume Encyclopedia of Twentieth Century America (Prentice Hall) the best reference book of
1996.
Stanley Kutler is an established authority on the Nixon White House tapes because of his
work on Watergate. After the existence of the secret taping system was publicly disclosed in
July 1973, in testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities
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- better known simply as the Senate Watergate committee - President Nixon fought in federal
court to keep the tapes private. A yearlong legal struggle ultimately saw Nixon compelled by a
ruling of the U.S. Supreme Court, in July 1974, to turn selected tapes over to the Watergate
Special Prosecution Force (WSPF). The effect of the ruling, and Nixon’s compliance with it,
was fatal to his presidency: He resigned from office within days of the release of the relevant
transcripts.

Exactly which tapes the prosecutors sought was determined in large part by the guidance
of John W. Dean III, the former White House counsel who had helped manage the Watergate
cover-up but who ultimately traded his testimony about the matter in exchange for lenient
sentencing, and became the chief prosecution witness against the disgraced president and his
indicted former aides. As Renata Adler, a former staff member of the House Judiciary
Committee during its impeachment proceedings against Nixon, has observed: "It has always
been an anomaly that whatever we know, from tapes or other sources, about the offenses that led
to Nixon’s departure from office is based, in one way or another, on what was known to John
Dean." (1)

For two decades after Nixon’s resignation, the ex-president continued to fight in court to
prevent the National Archives from releasing the vast bulk of the 3,700 hours of recordings made
during his presidency. This legal battle continued even after Nixon’s death in April 1994, with
his estate representing the interests of the late ex-president. Around that time, Kutler joined with
Public Citizen, the non-profit advocacy group, in a civil lawsuit designed to compel the Nixon
estate and the National Archives to make the tapes accessible to researchers. The lawsuit was
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settled in April 1996, with provisions for the National Archives to release promptly some 200
hours of so-called "abuse of power" segments - those tapes capturing Nixon or his aides
discussing or committing unethical or illegal acts - and to follow suit with the remaining 3,000
hours in chronological order over ensuing years. (2)

Kutler was among the first historians to use the White House tapes to support his research
on Watergate. When he published the Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of Richard Nixon in
1990, his main themes - that Watergate scandal was rooted in Nixon’s lifelong political
personality, and Nixon was at all times in charge of his administration’s handling of it - his use
of the tapes supported his main themes.

In Wars of Watergate, Chapter 11, Kutler’s major thesis conceming Nixon, John Dean,
and the cover-up was that Nixon developed a new strategy that hinged on the president taking
command of the cover-up. Dean was increasingly feeling pressure after Patrick Gray, acting
director of the FBI, disclosed to the Senate that he regularly sent Dean FBI investigative reports,
including Watergate. Kutler argued that Gray’s nomination to be permanent FBI director
brought Dean’s involvement closer and closer to Nixon - "his intimate dealings in the Oval
Office." On March 17, Dean succumbed to the pressure. Kutler declared: "He had to let it all
hang out." The Cancer on the Presidency meeting on March 21 resulted because Dean was
"determined to share the growing problem with the President." And almost heroically, Dean
"would not budge," despite a two-hour delay in seeing Nixon, according to Kutler. (3)
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Kutler and the Free Press division of Simon and Schuster produced Abuse of Power: The
New Nixon Tapes in 1997. Kutler selected 201 hours of transcripts from Nixon Oval Office
conversations, and he adapted its title from the 1974 Presidential Recordings and Materials
Preservation Act. These Watergate tapes were identified in the Act as the Abuse of Government
Power tapes. Since Abuse of Power appeared, it has become the standard reference work for
scholars and students either unwilling or unable to listen to the Watergate tapes themselves.
Scholars in their own publications have widely referenced this volume; Simon and Schuster
advertises on its website that more than forty authors have cited Kutler’s work, and it also has
been used in college classrooms as documentary evidence to explain Nixon and his
administration’s handling of Watergate. (4)

Given the poor quality of the tapes - it is often impossible to hear stretches of the Oval
Office conversations or to identify who is speaking at a given moment- and lacking today’s
audio technology that can greatly enhance sound, producing Abuse of Power was a challenging
task. Kutler declared that the process of editing the tapes was, as he described it "complicated
and difficult." His editorial note describes the editing methods he adopted to make it less so:
I edited the conversations with an eye toward eliminating what I believe
insignificant, trivial or repetitious. I have used ellipses to telescope many
conversations and often have omitted dutiful choruses of agreement by those
present unless I believed them particularly important. The dialogue of
innumerable uses of ’right,’ ’yeah,’ and ’okay’ often has been dropped.
Kutler was "aware of my responsibility for accuracy, knowing I have compiled a
historical record that others will use. Some might find occasional errors in the rendering of
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particular words, but I am confident that there is no distortion of the thrust or intent of the
passages." (Author’s emphasis in bold face italics added) (5)

Unfortunately for Kutler’s readers, there are. A review of key Abuse of Power transcripts
alongside the original "abuse of power" recordings reveals Kutler made substantial edits that did
not conform to his stated methodology -- indeed, that he willfully and consciously distorted
certain conversations. Those conversations, without Kutler’s distortions, between President
Nixon and John Dean from March 13 to March 20 change our understanding of Watergate.

Kutler purposefully omitted crucial statements and acts of the president and Dean, his
chief accuser, in their meetings that week. The exchanges and conversations that he failed to
publish are not "insignificant, trivial, or repetitious." If Kutler had published the tapes of that
week accurately, the reader would have to conclude that Dean was more actively involved in the
cover-up than Kutler had said in 1990 and what most scholars, journalists, and television
productions have taken as fact. For almost forty years Dean has been at the center of the
Watergate saga involving the White House tapes: namely, his conversations with Nixon when he
was White House counsel in March 1973, ostensibly investigating the break-in and cover-up for
the president. Nixon was guilty but not alone in attempting to obstruct justice. In the days
preceding Dean’s Cancer on the Presidency meeting of March 21, 1973, and his defection
thereafter to become Nixon’s primary accuser, the White House tapes seem to show that Nixon
and Dean managed the cover-up.
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This article is not meant to address long standing conflicts in the meaning of Watergate.
It is about the integrity of the historical record of a crucial week that Stanley Kutler corrupted.
Abuse of Power does not comport with the actual tapes or reflect the accurate historical record
for that week of March 13-March 20. A review of Kutler’s editing in Abuse of Power of that
week also demonstrates that the interpretation of Dean’s actions that he rendered in Wars of
Watergate in 1990 is contradicted by a careful reading of the transcripts.

This paper outlines some of the most glaring material discrepancies between Kutler’s Abuse of
Power transcripts and the original Nixon tape recordings, and thereby demonstrates that Kutler’s
only possible motive for publishing dishonest transcripts was to preserve and protect the
defective version of history contained in his earlier, widely acclaimed study of Watergate. The
goal herein is to ensure that all students and scholars of the Nixon presidency have the best
possible record of it.

These tapes, from March 13 through March 20, are necessary to understand the context of
the "cancer" meeting on March 21, 1973 and the extent of Professor Kutler’s deceitfulness in his
treatment of the subject in Abuse of Power. The recording of John Dean’s meeting with
President Nixon on that morning ranks among the most infamous and important of all the
Watergate tapes and figured prominently in Nixon’s impeachment proceedings. It was in this
meeting, Dean later testified, that he warned the president that the scandal had grown to become
a "cancer on the presidency," and that the White House’s intricate and pervasive cover-up of the
affair, which Dean had helped manage for the previous nine months, had become untenable.
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But anyone relying only on Abuse of Power will fail to recognize two things: 1) that
Kutler obliterated Dean’s actual historical role in the most intense week of interaction between
the embattled president and his lawyer, and 2) he falsified his narrative involving the
Nixon/Dean relationship to conform to the altered tape evidence contained in Abuse of Power~
In 1990, when he published Wars of Watergate, the contents of the March 13, March 17, and the
two evening March 20 tapes and the March 21 "Cancer on the Presidency" tape had been
released. But by 1997, when Abuse of Power was published, the March 14, two March 16 and
the aftemoon of March 20 tapes were available in part to Kutler’s own efforts. Those tapes
document that Dean was actively engaged in the cover- up and in fact a full partner with Nixon
in obstructing justice.

We begin with Kutler’s alteration of the historical record in Abuse of Power on page 231.
The March 16, 1973 tape he published is a conflated and inaccurate transcript that Kutler
produced from two separate conversations. The top portion of the transcript is from an evening
telephone call; the remainder is from an earlier morning conversation. Kutler removed the
portion of the morning conversation in which Nixon and Dean discuss how to use the FBI to
stonewall the Watergate and judiciary committees. The evening conversation, except that
portion Kutler excised, is eliminated. The altered segment as it appears then is referenced as the
morning meeting on March 16.
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This is not a faithful rendition of either Nixon/Dean meeting. It’s an amalgam of both, a
product of Stanley Kutler’s intentional editing to preserve the positive view of Dean that he had
previously established. Nor could it have been accidently altered; Kutler removed the portion
from the evening telephone conversation from the middle of that tape. In doing that, he had to
have reviewed the top and bottom of that transcript before deciding what portion to remove and
place on the top of the morning meeting transcript. At the same time, he had to decide what to
remove from the top of the morning meeting. This was Kutler’s central transgression. The
transcript that appears on page 231 does not exist; it is a complete fabrication. (6)

"Viewed in chronological order, Kutler’s first act is one of omission: he did not publish
the March 13 tape in Abuse of Power. On March 13, John Dean divulged to Nixon that White
House aide Gordon Strachan had prior knowledge of the Watergate break-in, but had not
reported fully to his boss, H.R. Haldeman, what he knew. In response to Nixon’s comments that
if Strachan had knowledge of the break-in, then Haldeman likely knew but perhaps did not,
Dean replied: "He was, he was judicious in what he, in what he relayed, and, uh, but Strachan is
as tough as nails." (7)
When these March 13 comments are compared to Dean’s congressional testimony, it
becomes clear that Dean misled either Nixon or the committee. Asked by minority counsel Fred
Thompson if he had periodically assured the White House press secretary, Ronald Ziegler, that
"there was no White House involvement" in Watergate, Dean testified: "I told Mr. Ziegler that
there was nobody that I knew of who was involved or had prior knowledge of the June 17 breakin." Thompson followed up by asking: "You do not know any more today about that matter, I
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assume, than you knew when you told Mr. Ziegler what you told him about White House
involvement?" "That is correct," Dean testified. This exchange with the Senate investigating
committee, broadcast live in nationally televised hearings, occurred roughly 100 days after Dean
informed the president about Gordon Strachan’s foreknowledge of the break-in. Kutler entirely
ignored this "abuse of power" conversation, failing to address the obvious contradiction between
Dean’s statements to the committee and to President Nixon. (8)

Next Kutler left off a critical small, two- sentence piece of dialogue between Nixon and
Dean on March 14. Kutler published this statement of Nixon saying to Dean: "But I’m taking
your word that your investigation showed no one in the White House was involved.

(Author’s emphasis in boldface added) But then he left off Dean’s confirming response. The
president ended with a question: "Right?" And John Dean replied "Right." (9) This omission
is significant because the suppressed dialogue mirrors the substance of the exchange in the
March 13 tape, which Kutler also excluded from Abuse of Power.

As previously noted, Kutler’s editing of the two March 16 tapes is the major issue. The
two conversations which Kutler conflated came from different recording systems~ne from the
White House telephone switchboard, the other from the Oval Office. The portion Kutler
published came from the middle of the telephone conversation. The audio quality is distinctive
enough between the two conversations that it should have set off red flags for Kutler during any
competent review process. The National Archives and Record Administration official tape logs
show that the two conversations are distinctly different. But Kutler did not employ the National
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Archives’ precise cataloging system, which assigns a number to each and every distinct
conversation recorded on the Nixon tapes, in Abuse of Power. Kutler’s mixing together a
telephone conversation and an in-person meeting should strike any objective reader as a willful
act of deception. There cannot be another explanation for this alteration in the historical record.

When Kutler omitted the March 17 meeting between Nixon, Dean, and Haldeman, he
justified the text in Abuse of Power explaining the tape of March 16 he had altered. Kutler
trumpeted: "But doubts are in Dean’s mind, clearly anticipating their famous March 21
meeting." Kutler quotes Dean’s comment: "I should possibly report a fuller than I really have,
so you can appreciate in full some of the vulnerable points and where they lead to." (10) Those
relying on Abuse of Power would never know that Dean first did exactly that on March 17, not
March 21. In a thirty -five minute conversation that afternoon, not in Abuse of Power, Dean and
Nixon discussed the "vulnerabilities" of senior White House staffers, H.R. Haldeman, White
House aide Charles Colson, Attorney General John Mitchell - and John Dean:
PRESIDENT: You need it very much. I want it. Now, you were saying too, ah,
what really, ah, where the, this thing leads, I mean in terms of
the vulnerabilities and so forth. It’s your view the vulnerables are basically
Mitchell, Colson, Haldeman, indirectly, possibly directly, and of course, the
second level is, as far as the White House is concerned, Chapin.
DEAN: And I’d say Dean, to a degree.
PRESIDENT: You? Why?
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DEAN: Well, because I’ve been all over this thing
like a blanket. (11)
Kutler eliminated almost all of the NixoniDean/Moore tape of the afternoon of March 20. Dick
Moore, a lawyer in the television industry, had joined the Nixon Administration in 1970 as
special assistant to Attorney General Mitchell, before becoming a special counsel to the
president. Moore worked closely with Dean and the president that entire week trying to produce
a report that would not show White House involvement.
Here is what is printed in Abuse of Power from conversation number 884-17.
MARCH 20, 1973: THE PRESIDENT, DEAN, AND RICHARD MOORE, 1:42-2:31 P.M.,
OVAL OFFICE
Dean offers an old remedy for dealing with political opposition.
DEAN: It was the parting remark yesterday that gave me thought about the FBI, when you said
it’s too bad we can’t use the FBI. I got to thinking last night, well, we probably can. Isn’t there
some way to use them?
PRESIDENT NIXON: We’ve known about this for a long time, but everybody’s stayed miles
away from it.
DEAN: I mean to have the FBI investigation.
PRESIDENT NIXON: Oh yes. Of the Congressmen?
DEAN: Yeah. 1
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PRESIDENT NIXON: That’s terrific. (Laughter.) (12)
However, The National Archives and Records Administration’s full subject log on the
topics of that same March 20 meeting, conversation number 884-017, is a five- page index for
this abuse of power tape. The log illustrates how deeply involved in the problem of Watergate
Nixon and Dean were that day. The entire log is on Watergate, and the actual meeting lasted
nearly an hour. Kutler skipped to the very last sub-topic of that conversation: FBI investigation
of Congressmen to put that little excerpt on page 241 of his book. He wrote that very brief
narrative to fit that very minor part of the meeting. He claimed that is the only "abuse of power"
on that tape. In fact he purged about thirty-eight minutes or more of that tape, which was
transcribed by the house judiciary committee. He leaves out other damaging subjects that are
contained on that tape. Other subjects listed on the log not in Abuse of Power include these few:
-White House cooperation with Ervin Committee
-Jeb S. Magruder interview
-G. Gordon Liddy
-Committee to Re-elect the President (CRP) intelligence operation
-Ervin Committee questions
-Dean’s answers
-General answers
-In response to Magruder (13)

Dean’s co-conspirator role is visible in the missing transcript segment left off by Kutler,
but only when measured against the entire week of discussions between the two men. Early in
that afternoon meeting, Nixon, Moore, and Dean reviewed and edited the so-called "Dean
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Report" about no White House involvement. The March 20 tape is proof the three men were
engaged in obstructing justice, but Kutler’s readers of Abuse of Power cannot know that.
Without the knowledge of Strachan that Kutler deleted, the March 20 meeting can be viewed
non-criminally in the context of a lawyer and his client. With the knowledge of the March 13
meeting and Strachan, however, the report clearly was intended to obstruct justice. The
motivation to produce the report was Nixon’s insistence on making public Dean’s repeated
assertions that week about no White House involvement even though both men knew the truth.
Those assertions do not match Dean’s charge on March 21 that everyone in the White House was
involved. Kutler avoided the obvious conundrum by not publishing this tape fully as he avoided
publishing all of Dean’s references that week to no White House involvement.
The president, Dean and Moore were reviewing Moore and Dean’s general statement,
and Nixon wanted to know if they were ready for him to edit the statement:

NIXON:

Let me add, before I read, ask you how we feel about doing it. Do you
agree that it ought to be done?

MOORE: I think you should read it, Mr. President. You’re a quick reader.
NIXON: Oh, no, no. I’m gonna read it. There’s no doubt I’m gonna read it.
MOORE: Please let me say...
NIXON: I want to read it in terms. Then I’ll start editing.
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MOORE: Well, when...
NIXON: If you.., if you fellows feel it ought to go, then I’ll start editing.
MOORE: Well, we don’t have any.., we’re supposed to read it and find out
whether you’re gonna make a decision on this.
DEAN: Well, I think...
DEAN: I think if you want to read it with a critical eye of should or should it not

be done. And I think that’s.., the reason is because we ran a copy by
Ziegler about 20 minutes ago and Ron read it. And he said, "Well, how
about the answers to this question, that question, this question, that
question?" He said, "Your document right here," while it is responsive
as far as we’re concerned, it’s gonna raise as many questions as it
answers. And can you answer all those questions? And, of course, once
you answer another set, it opens up a whole other set of questions.
NIXON: What did Ziegler say? We’re in a bomb shelter?
MOORE: But... no, he said, prior... (unintelligible) "Lee, it’s a good idea." I
said it’s fair. But each one of these does suggest an answer from Ervin
saying just exactly why we want him here to cross-examine him.
Because I don’t... I want some more facts about what he says.

NIXON: As you read it Dick, you and Ziegler say this is probably a bad idea?
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MOORE: Well, it needs one more go around. We did the best we could under the
time limits.
If we can solve a couple of... of the eight paragraphs here, I think
they’re about three that are troublesome. And if we can agree of how far
we can go. For example, may as well cover that Segretti question Ron
raised.

NIXON White House stuff. The White House corroborated...
(reading):
[Silence - paper shuffling- typing, edited out.]

[Nixon asks Dean a question that is unintelligible.]
DEAN:

That during the course of the interview, the interview with Liddy, that
they discussed Liddy uh, establishing an intelligence operation for the
re-election committee.

NIXON: That puts you uh, in uh, opposition ....
DEAN: Yes, sir.
....be inclined just to
NIXON (Unintelligible comment) I’d be inclinedI’d
(reading):
knock that out. I’d just say there were limited problems involving
campaign law compliance. And then I would.., then I would say never
at any time were there any discussions that had anything to do with
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intelligence gathering operations.., on the order of something like that.
DEAN: I see what you mean.
NIXON: I’d go with the general statement rather than you’re...
DEAN: You disagree with the.., statement.
NIXON: Rather than discussing Magruder’s testifying this... I can’t recall a
conversation never to... just say the general thing.
DEAN: Yeah. Right. (14)

On the March 20 evening tape, the following exchange that leads into the Cancer of
Presidency meeting, also not included in Abuse of Power, contrasts to Kutler’s narrative:
DEAN: Same stuff. Uh, I. I had a conversation with, uh, John Ehrlichman this
afternoon before he came down to visit you, and, I, I think that one thing we have
to continually do and particularly right now, is examine the broadest, broadest
implications of this whole thing, and I, you know, maybe 30 minutes, of just my
recitation to you of...
PRESIDENT: Um hmm.
DEAN:...the facts so that you operate from the same facts that everybody else has.
PRESIDENT: Right.
DEAN:

And I don’t think we’ve, we’ve never really done that. It’s been

sort of bits and pieces. Just paint the whole picture for you, the soft spots, the,
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the, uh, potential problem areas
PRESIDENT: Um hmm.
DEAN:

a like. So that, uh, when you, when you, make judgments you’ll...

PRESIDENT: Yeah
DEAN:

...have all that (unintelligible).

PRESIDENT: Would you like to do that, uh when?
DEAN:

Uh, I would think, uh, uh, if its not inconvenient for you, sir, I

would I would like to sort of draw all my thoughts together and have a, you know,
just make a couple notes to myself so I didn’t...
PRESIDENT:

Well, could you do it, could you do it, could you do it,

tomorrow?_
DEAN:

Yes, sir. Yes, sir. (15)

The consequence of these edits to historians using Abuse of Power is clear: Kutler
excluded or changed lengthy and detailed conversations that occurred before March 21, between
the two most prominent figures in Watergate, the president and Dean, his ultimate accuser.
Kutler’s selective and misleading editing changes the story of their individual and mutual
relationships to the cover-up.

Kutler also has created a large gap of knowledge for researchers that cannot be bridged
by using his book alone. He has blocked any opportunity to explain or understand some
important issues, not the least of which are Dean’s comments concerning Strachan, his active
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efforts with Moore and Nixon to write a misleading report, and his assertions to Nixon that there
was not "a scintilla of evidence" of White House involvement when they both knew better. Just
as critical, why did Kutler emphasize that Dean anticipated the Cancer on the Presidency
meeting five days earlier? Kutler knew that Dean had already discussed with Nixon the
possible involvement of individual staff members on March 17, and he knew from the March 20
evening tape that they agreed to meet over them again. Something else may have been
operating - perhaps the million dollars of hush money Dean wanted for the burglars. Perhaps
what John Dean said - he still had not fully informed Nixon. Kutler did not choose to address
either directly. These are major topics for future research. These have not been pursued by other
scholars largely because of Kutler’s questionable editing of one week of transcripts in Abuse of
Power. This raises the disturbing possibility that other transcripts in this book are also inaccurate
or misleading.
As a friend of Dean and foe ofNixon, Kutler could have used the March 16 and 20, 1973
tapes to show how deeply the president was involved in the cover-up once he hears about
Strachan, but to do so would also demonstrate Dean’s deep involvement. And so, at least two
key tapes are entirely missing from Abuse of Power, and two other conversations are redacted in
such a way as to ensure that Dean remains the reluctant witness hero in the Watergate senate
hearings. Perhaps his famous "cancer on the presidency" statement was concocted to cover his
involvement. He so misleadingly impressed senators that he received preferential judicial
treatment and remains the darling of the media, public, and to those scholars who have trusted
Kutler’s interpretation of Dean’s role in the cover-up to this day.
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Why did Kutler do this? (16)

All trained historians know the principal questions of history include making a judgment
as to why something occurs. When I asked Kutler about the March 16 tape as a deliberate
alteration, he replied he could no longer hear the tapes, could not reconstruct how those pages
were published as they appear, and, as a consequence, he "accepts my version - for now." (17)

Only he can truly answer the "why" question. (18)

"Possibly these are not the only alterations of the historical record in Abuse of Power
Kutler made, but these alone are reprehensible enough to charge him with violating his
profession’s code of conduct. The American Historical Association’s Statement on Standards of
Professional Conduct, first adopted in 1987 and revised in 2005 condemns actions like Kutler’s
editing in the strongest possible terms. Their position: "Although historians disagree with each
other about many things, they do know what they trust and respect in each other’s work. All
historians believe in honoring the integrity of the historical record. They do not fabricate
evidence. Forgery and fraud violate the most basic foundations on which historians construct
their interpretations of the past. An undetected counterfeit undermines not just the historical
arguments of the forger, but all subsequent scholarship that relies on the forger’s work. Those
who invent, alter, remove, or destroy evidence make it difficult for any serious historian ever
wholly to trust their work again." Publishers, universities, scholars, researchers, teachers, and
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students need to be warned against any unquestioned reliance on the veracity of the transcripts in
Abuse of Power by Stanley Kutler.

NOTES

1.) Renata Adler, "Searching For The Real Nixon Scandal: A Last Inference," Atlantic Monthly,
December 1976.
2.) Kutler and Public Citizen v. Nixon March 19, 1992.. Also Tim Weiner, "Historian Wins
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releases were continuing as of the writing of this article; see Chris Matthews, "Nixon Tapes
Reveal Vietnam Strategy," Washington Post, December 3, 2008.
3.) Stanley Kutler, The Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of Richard Nixon. (NY: Knopf,
199O) 274.
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Crisis (Greenwood Press, 1999); Thornton Martin, Times of Heroism, Times of Terror:
American Presidents and the Cold War, (Praeger Publishers,2005), Louis W. Liebovich,
Richard Nixon, Watergate, and the Press: A Historical Retrospective (Praeger Publishers,
2003), and Martha C. Howell and Walter Prevenier, From Reliable Sources: An Introduction
to Historical Methods (Cornell University Press, 2001). John Dean also referenced Abuse of
Power in his work, The Rehnquist Choice: The Untold Story of the Nixon Appointment That
Redefined the Supreme Court (Free Press, 2001).
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5.) Stanley Kutler, ed., Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes. (New York, Free Press, 1997)
VII-VIII.

6.) Ibid. 231. Hear conversation #037-134, March 16, 1973 afternoon tape,
http://www, nixontapes.or.q/water.qate/037-134.mp3. Hear conversation # 881-003, March 16
evening tape, http://www, n ixonta pes.or,q/water,qate/881-003, mp3.
7.) Conversation 878-014, March 13, 1973, Watergate Special Prosecutors Force (WSPF)
transcript.

8.) Hearings Before the Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of the United
States Senate, Ninety-Third Congress, First Session (Government Printing Office: 1974),
Book III, 1035.
9.) Conversation # 419-20, March 14, 1973, WSPF transcript
10.) Abuse of Power, 230.
11.)

Conversation # 882-12, March 17, 1973, National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA).

12.)

Abuse of Power, 241.

13.)

NARA log for March 20, 1973.

14.)

Hear conversation #884-017, March 20, NARA afternoon tape
http:llwww.nixontapes.or,qlwater.qate1884-O17.mp3. This an 11 minute excerpt of the Nixon,
Dean, Moore meeting in the Oval Office.

15.) Conversation # 37-175, March 20 tape, NARA evening tape.
16.)

There are other factors that could have also influenced him to distort the historical record
in this manner in addition to reinforcing his previous scholarship -- his thesis in Wars of
Watergate about Nixon’s total command of the cover-up. Kutler had to minimize John
Dean’s actual role in Abuse of Power to sustain his previous portrait of the white house
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counsel’s conscience-driven "cancer" meeting on March 21. A further possibility is one of
timing and professional circumstance. Kutler produced Abuse of Power at the same time he
also was serving as an expert witness for John Dean in the Dean v. St. Martin’s Press lawsuit
against the publisher and authors, Len Colodny and Robert Gettlin, of Silent Coup. The
Removal of a President (St. Martin’s Press, 1991). The lawsuit, which lasted nine years
before settlement, stemmed from the authors’ claim that John Dean masterminded Watergate.
Hiding John Dean’s actual role clearly was an asset to Dean in the lawsuit. Even Colodny’s
team of lawyers used Abuse of Power rather than these tapes in their legal preparations. See
United States District Court for the District of Columbia (Case No. 92 1807 (HHG) Finally,
Kutler’s personal friendship with Dean, which Kutler has never hidden, could have led him
to do this.
17.)

Kutler/Klingman emails, July 17, July 18, 2008.

18.)

Professor Kutler has refused the author’s repeated requests to further comment on the

evidence this article presents.

Copyrighted by Peter D. Klingman, Tampa, Florida, December 31, 2008.
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